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Wanted past and the un wanted present is a
story of not just a man whom I met in a
blue moon but many other elderly people
like him living in the same city or might be
a different one but their names and faces
are different but the story is the same as of
this man and other difference is that their
stories remain un heard and might not be
heard ever The objective of writing this is
to put some light on the harm that we do to
our parents knowingly and making them
suffer of things they dont deserve and
ignoring the things that they actually
deserve like love care respect the three
thing any person of any age wants in his
life. We get so busy growing old that we
tend to forget that our parents are growing
old and in our growth process we tend to
forget that we are required to the same of
what they are doing for us now. An elder
person might not want to go out movie or
eat at Dominoz or pizza hut everyday
rather what they want is a stability. Yes
stability in their lives. Do you remember
when you were young and you broke
something they did not beat you up rather
they ignored your mistakes practically
speaking the same goes for them as well
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